The Arison Leadership Development Program at Arison School of Business Cordially Invites you to participate in the series:

LEADERSHIP FROM THE INSIDE OUT

The upcoming workshop focuses on

Leveraging your Leadership:
Understanding Differences in Managerial Style

This workshop will help emerging managers identify their managerial style using the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI). This world renowned model helps managers identify their behavioral preferences and tendencies as they apply to judgement, problem solving, conflict resolution, persuasion and organizational styles. This model also helps to improve managers’ interpersonal communication skills as it offers a robust conceptualization for understanding managerial typology.

Thursday, May 26th 2016, at 1:30pm
Rubin Seminar Room (A320), Arison-Lauder Building, IDC Herzliya

* This workshop will be conducted in Hebrew
* Advanced Registered is Required. A space is limited, please register now by clicking [here](#)